Bobbled jumper

You will need:
Spirit Dk
3.5mm crochet hook
4.5mm crochet hook
Scissors
Darning needle

Abbreviations:
Treble crochet = TRC
Chain = CH
Increase = INC
Repeat = REP
Stitch = ST
Bobble stitch = BS

Measurements:
Body=(from your neck to your hips) length:
cm
Body= (around the widest part of your body)width:
arms=(from shoulder to wrist) length:
arms= width(around wrist):
cm

½=
cm
cm

Body make 2:
ROW 1:
To start you need to measure around your body half that
measurement then CH a multiple of 4 to reach the length wanted. Ch1 then
do a TRC into the 3rd TRC from the hook. Continue to TRC along the rest
of the CH length.
ROW 2:
CH3, TRC into the second ST from the hook. Continue TRC
along the row. Remember to work into the top of CH3 at the end.
ROW 3:
ROW 4:

CH3, TRC along and remember to work into the top of the CH3
CH3, TRC2 in the next 2 st, BS,* TRC3 over the next three
stitches, BS, REP form *

ROW 5 + :

REP rows 1 to 4 until you get your desired length

sleeves make 2:
Start with a 3.50mm crochet hook
ROW 1:
Make a foundation CH a multiple of four then, CH2 now do a
TRC into the 3rd CH from the hook to continue this row do a TRC into each
ST along
ROW 2:
row

CH3 then work a TRC into the second ST continue along the

ROW 3:
CH3 then TRC the way along the row remembering not to go
into the first ST of the row
ROW 4:
CH3 then do TRC2 over the first two ST and then do a bobble
stitch into the next stitch then do * TRC3, BS, REP to the end from *
Change your crochet hook to a 4.50mm hook
ROW 5-7:

CH3 then TRC your way along all the stitches

ROW 8:

CH3 the do TRC2, then BS * TRC3, BS REP from *

ROW 9:
CH3 then do you TRC into the first half of the row then do 4
INC ST and then finish off the row by TRC
ROW 10-11: CH3 then work a TRC in each ST along
ROW 12:

CH3, TRC2, BS,* TRC3, BS REP from *

ROW 13:
CH3, TRC half way along, INC 4, TRC1 in each stitch for the rest
of the row
ROW 14-15: CH3, TRC one in each ST along
ROW 16:
CH3, TRC half way along the row then do 4 INC in the middle of
the row the finish by TRC the rest of the way
ROW 17-18: CH3, TRC1 in each stitch along
ROW 19:

CH3, TRC2, BS, *TRC3, BS REP from *

ROW 20-22: CH3 TRC 1 in each ST along
ROW 23:

CH3, TRC2, BS, *TRC3, BS, REP from *

ROW 24+:

REP from row 20 - 23 until you reach your desired length

To put together:
To put together your finished jumper make sure that you have the sides
matched up then add the sleeves to the top and sew along the seams and
then weave in the ends and then you have a finished jumper.

